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I. Case File 3412016
I am in the dark. 1 It is easier to listen to the air crossing my
inner space. The moon today is missing and the Athens sky is
perfectly black. Glowing black. As the changes brought on by
the continued administration of testosterone become more
and more evident, I begin the legal process of gender reassignment which will allow me, if the judge accepts my plea,
to change my name on my national identity card. However,
the two processes, one biomorphological, the other politicaladminist'rative, are not interlocking. Yes, the judge (supported by an indispensable psychiatric diagnosis) must
evaluate the physical changes before permitting the reassignment of name and gender to my legal person; but those
changes cannot in any way be simply reduced to the do minant codes according to which the masculine body is represented, brought into visual existence by the epistemology of
sexual difference.
For the past twelve months, I've been waiting for
a magistrate of the Spanish state (at the moment, a monarchist democracy) to decide ifi can change the feminine name
I was given at birth to a new, masculine one on my official documents. This wait places limitati0ns on my ability to function
as a free subject, which within ·ihe liberal capitalist system
means restriction of free movement and of access to the free
market. Iam not able to travei, to rent a caro r an apartment, to
use a credit card or stay in ·a hptel as who I am. I travei constantly between Athens and Frankfurt on my female passport,
which is questioned at every boarding gate and customs point.
"Excuse me, this isn't your passport." "This isn't you." But who,
legally, am I , if I'm not the person who appears in my passport? Where is my body when this question is asked?
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Transitioning triggers an epistemic crisis. I am
supposed to "transition" while the gender and political
regime remains the sarne. I am then not transitioning from
femininity into masculinity but from the actual pharmacopornographic regime into an unknown land. Transitioning
is a tine of flight, a constant leaking, a path of questions without answer. When cana body be said to exist? What counts as
a body? Cana body be someone's property? What ifit is someone's property but the owner and the supposed body's
subject do not coincide? What kind of politicai subjugation
is this? Is a body made offlesh and bones? But then what are
flesh and bones ma de of? And what if a body is ma de of signs,
images, and sounds: Who can be accounted as the owner of
these? Can those signs, those images, those sounds be mine
even ifmy body isn't? Can they exist even ifmy body doesn't?
Can existence be reduced to property? On the contrary, if
existence is everything that exceeds property, when can a
body be said to exist? What does it mean to inhabit a desacralized body? A profane body? A body opened to research as the
mines ofPotosí were once opened to extractivism?
I use a body that doesn't belong to me to ask
these questions. Air transformed into questions and breathed
out. I don't understand what I tive. I can't. My living nonexisting body is a message in a bottle sent to the future for s9ineone else to read. Others in the future will understand my life
better than I do. They will write the biography of my. body. I ·
am split between a present that doesn't belong to me anda .
future that is ali mine.
'lhe technicaljudicial procedure I have initiated
is referred to as "Birth_certifica te sex assignment rectifica tion," Case File 34/2016. I'm c.arrying out the procedure in
Catalan (a language I understand but cannot write) in the
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magistrature of Barcelona's civil registry because, they say,
the judges in Catalonia are more lenient than judges in
Castile. It's an administratively complex process, apparently
rigorous but in reality plagued by historical and epistemic
contradictions. I enter this legal process like I would undertake a conceptual-art project: a projectwhose fictional name
is my own legal one.
ln order to submit the form, it's necessary to
obtain and attach a medical certificate attesting to what the
state calls "gender dysphoria," the term invented in 1973 by
Norman Fisk and extensively used by the child psychologist
John Money (at almost the sarne time that the term "homosexuality" was removed from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual
of Mental Disorders, in 1974) to characterize a "chronically
recurrent or sustained wish to possess the anatomy of the
opposite sex, accompanied by discontentment with one's
own anatomical sex and assigned gender." ln accordance
with the epistemology of sexual difference, Western medicine
defines gender dysphoria as a discrepancy between the gender assigned at birth and the gender the subject identifies as.
The institution makes acknowledgment of having been dysphoric a prerequisite for the recognition of my masculine
name. Nothing is given without something being asked for in
exchange. A name is a debt. Gender is a debt. The state is a
machine to fabricate the truth ofsex and i am a beggar. The
state says: Ifyou want a name, fir~tyoumust give me your use
of reason, your conscience, _yo-qr mental health. You will
believe you are being addressed by your own name, but in the
state's eyes you will be dysphoric. I never thought I'd accept it.
But I do. I've renounced such notions as "full use of the factilty ofreason," "conscience;' and "mental health." Now I construct myself with other technologies of the spirit.
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Clause Four of the document confirms that I
must also "provide evidence to show that I have been receiving
medical treatment, aimed at matching my physical characteristics to those which correspond to the male sex." I attach my
doctor's signature, the seal of the outpatient clinic, the name of
the medical treatment: Testex Prolonga tum 250 mg injectable
solution. ln my imaginaaon, that name, Testex Prolonga tum
(which really is a compound of synthetic testosterone), becomes associated with a prolonged test: I see a tribunal of
doctor-judges writing with syringes, and an unending series
of masculinity exams that I must keep passing. This is one of
them. A name is a test. Gender is anexam.
ln the petition, my lawyer adds a special ela use
requesting that my feminine name not be simply replaced by
a masculine one but that it remains as a second name. I ask
the Spanish state to recognize that my name is Paul Beatriz. ln
order to backup this request my lawyer has come up with a
series of examples that show that the first, and not the second
name, indicates a person's sex. There is nothing unusual in
being called José Maria in Spain, for example.
'lhe administrative secretary collating my case
asks me, Why Paul Beatriz? Didn'tyou want to change gender?
He calls another secretary to make sure that he can accept the
case with the request ofthat name. And then h e adds: "They'll
give you Paul, but I can't guarántee you'll get Beatriz.lt's possible they won't grant it soas to avoid any gender ambiguity." I
find myself faced with the absurdly paradoxical situation in
which the Spanish state won;t "grant" me the name I was
given at birth. I think (silently, no jokes to be ma de in front of
the judge): I h ave a right to my ideas, even if they're stupid. I
have ;t right to my name even if the stãte considers it to be sexually ambiguous. I have the right to a heterogenous name, a
utopian name.
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'lhe secretary also alerts me to the fact that, in
order for the procedure to be fully carried out, the Barcelona
Civil Registry will have to order the Burgos Civil Registry
to destroy my birth certificate dated September 11, 1970.
Only after its destruction will the order for the production
of a new birth certifica te, with a new name, be given. Only at
this point will the certificare be backdated and 1970 valid
again. Days, even weeks, will pass between the two moments,
during which I will have no birth certificate. 'lhe condition
of the possibility of a gender change is the destruction of the
legal act ofbeing recognized as a living human body and the
establishment of a new (fake, and nevertheless legal) birth
certifica te. 'lhe idea that the fact of my birth could not exist
for a period makes me tremble. Who am I when my birth certificare is destroyed? Does my body still exist when the birth
certifica te is destroyed? Who am I before the law's fictional
technologies?
Legally speaking, the trans person is represented as a sort of exile who, having left behind the gender
that they were assigned at birth (like someone who abandons
their country), now seeks to be recognized as a potential citizen of another gender (o r nation-state). 'lhe charter of rights
a trans person possesses is, in legal and politicai terms, similar to that of the migrant and the refugee. They are both
apatride: they have stepped out of the lineage of the nationstate, but also of patriarchy. They ali experience the tempor:ary suspension of their politicai status. It is demanded of
both trans people and refugees that we destroy our birth certificates in order to be able to "integra te" into the dominant
society that so kindly takes u~ in. And please, don't shout
while you are being erased and puni$hed. Smile: this is a
democratic system.
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ln the case of trans people, as much as with
migrant bodies, what is being demanded is neither normalization nor integration but rather biopoliticai refuge: to be
literally restrained by a semiotic construction that gives
meaning to life. 'lhe
lack oflegal recognition and bioculturai
I
support (sometimes literally lack of soil, lack of representation, lack of language, lack of image, lack of body) denies
sovereignty to trans and migrant bodies and puts them
in a position of high social vulnerability. 'lhe ontologicalpolitical density of a trans o r migrant body is lower than that
of a citizen whose gender and nationality are recognized
by the administrative conventions of the nation-state they
inhabit. ln Althusserian terms, we could say that trans people and migrants find themselves in the paradoxicai situation
of asking to be interpellated as subjects by the ideologicai
apparatus of the very state that excludes them. We would ask
to be recognized (and therefore subjugated) so we can then
gain agency to invent other forms of subjectification.
What trans people and migrants are requesting
when they seek asylum or a change of gender are the semiotechnicai prostheses, be they administra tive (names, rights of
residence, documents, passports) or bioculturai (food, medicine or biochemical compounds, shelter, language, selfrepresentation) necessary for them to construct themselves
as living politicai fictions. lhe soccalled refugee "crisis" or the
supposed trans "problem" can't be resolved by building refugee camps or gender .n:!~ssignment clinics. These necropolitical institutions construct tbe trans and the refugee
as gender anct"ethnic deviants who need normalization and
constraint. 'lhe real crisis is with the systems of truth production, politicai citizenship, and the technologies of the
nàtion-state government, tied from their inception to the
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sex-gender-race epistemology. It's this very politicai regime
as a whole that needs to migra te and undergo transition.

II.1978-1989
'lhe (Trans) Body (as) Dada (Artifact)
When I was still a girl, my friend Cristina and I would occasionally stray from the path on the way h orne from school. I'd
put the ham sandwich my grandmother had ma de me for tea
in my trousers, beneath my underwear. One end of the bread
stick would rest on my pelvis, sketching a right-angled triangle under the trouser fabric. The sandwich was bigger than
any human penis. 2 My body had become endowed with a
bread-and-ham penis, at once stiff and soft. ln order to keep
it in place, I'd walk slowly, an action that gave my childish,
light body a solemn, theatrical air. My footsteps became considered, elegant, yet at the sarne time rickety and queasy.
Sometimes I'd grab the sandwich with my hand on the fabric;
that was when it became a living, sentient organ. We'd go and
eat our tea far away from the roads, at the end of an earth track
leading to a water tank we would climb up onto, and from
which we could see the cemetery anda river that grazing cows
would come up to when they had escaped the herdsman's
watchful eye. Without it being necessary to say anything, and
with no prior agreement o r explanation, Cristina, who ,was ·
two years older than me, would undo my zip, put the sandwich in her mouth without removing it from my body, and·eat
it, delicately slurping up the ham. Cristina never kissed meshe had a boyfriend at school, she said- although sometimes
she undressed and climaxed be~ween my legs. Those teas on
the water tank were my first attempts at fabricating a public
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trans body, neither feminine nor masculine, that sought to
exist in a space outside ofpatriarch al definitions, beyond the
father-body and the mother-body, the Bible and science,
beyond the human and the animal, the organic and the inorganic, the living and the dead. lt was a body that existed
during a brief moment. And then it disappeare d-though I
was still alive.
When the image of Lynda Benglis with a pla tic
in Artforum in 1974, I was only four and
published
was
penis
Francoist rule. Benglis produced and
under
Spain was still
distributed that image before any lesbian, transsexual, or transgender artisthad been able to introduce a self-representation
of a body of dissident gender into the neoliberal, democratic
West's network of art magazines and exhibitions. Benglis
wasn't seeking to reclaim a sexuality or subaltern way of living but rather to denounce masculine domination in the art
world, and the representation ofthe feminine body as a figure
codified by the visual epistemology of dominant heterosexual
pornography. ln the sarne month, November 1974, the pinup Bebe Buell (evidently sans dildo) was the "living sculpture" of Playboy's centerfold. To echo José Esteban Mu:íioz,
Benglis's strategy was not "radical disidentification" but
rather "parodie counter-identification." Benglis understood,
as Robert Morris would :also come to understand, that the
pages of art magazines.have become a privileged exhibition
space more insidious than the gallery, more influential, popular, and open than t~e museum. By buying advertising
space in art magazínes·, Behglis revealed the politicai and
economic links between art, the means of communication,
and the market, while at the sarne time making the heterosexual visual epistemology that regulates the production and
circulation ofimages in the cultural sphere plain for ali to see.
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ln this image, Benglis- whose work at the time
involved forms ma de from carbon-or silicon-based materiais
(such as polyurethane, glass, steel, wax, o r latex)- is performing a pop sculpture with her body, a visible, public materiality,
fundamentally paradoxical; it is at once publicity seeking
and heinous, pornographic but incapable of fully satisfying
the heterocentric gaze. The image let loose the disapproval of
the democratic American pressas much as it did the bienpensant white, straight, middle-class feminism of the age,
becoming a visual myth. Applying collage techniques to the
politicai anatomy of sexual difference, Benglis sculpted an
impossible body in opposition to the visual conventions of art,
medical discourse, and law. Nevertheless, her parodie pose
and her complicity with the hetero sexual codes of seduction
eroded any possibility of trans identification and permitted a
poli ti cal distance, a hygiene that saved it from queer contamination. Before and after Benglis, there were Marcel Duchamp,
Antonin Artaud, Carol Rama, Unica Zürn, Alice Neel, Claude
Cahun, Pierre Molinier, Jürgen Klauke, Niki de Saint Phalle,
Judy Chicago, Eva Hesse. But the radical distortion ofnormative gender representations will emerge not from the domain
of the art exhibition but from within the realm of subaltern
sexual poli ti cal cultures.
I first saw Benglis's image long after it was published inArtjorum, at the end.ófthe 19SOs, on an invitation to
a lesbian party at a Londo11; nightclub. Making a collage on
top ofBenglis's image, somel;Jody had drawn a comic speech
bubble coming out of her mouth with a new and unexpected
advertising slogan: "Come to the party, and bring your best
dildo." Extracted from the artistic context of the pages of
Artforum, and recontextualized in ·a queer flyer, this image
had stopped being an "object of extreme vulgarity," as it had
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been classified when it was publi shed. But nor was it now
some kind of parod ie pop icon. ln its subcu ltura! guise,
Benglis's image had been transf orme d into a politi cai
syntagm, a desiri ng and desire d mater ial body. That could be
my
body. The body I had assem bled on the water-tank encou
n~
ters. An anato mo-political mistake. Acollage ofhist orical
and
cultur al codes. My trans body, previously invisible, existi
ng
as a Dada body even befor e endoc rinolo gy, surge ry, or
the
law could actually const ruct it. This image, along with other
images by Del LaGrace Volcano, Tee Corin ne, Hans Schei
rl,
and Barba ra Hamm er, forms part of my somathe'que; they
have all become part of my living archive, like banne d piece
s
from a utopi an taxonomy.
III. Destr uction Was My Beatrice
November 16, 2016: my new name , Paul Beatriz Preciado,
is
publi shed in the National Bulletin of Births and in the local
newsp aper in the Spani sh city ofBur gos amon g the name
s of
newb orn babies. lt says: Nacimientos. Births. The name is
to
be found next to the name s Lara Vázquez Mena, Esper anza
Rojo Soares, India García Casad o, Ariad na Rey Moja rdín,
Marc o Méndez Tobar, Bruno Boneke Esteban, Dylan Bonek
e
Esteban, Juan More no Miguel, Ariadna Antolín Díaz, Johai
l
Sánchez Alves, Paula Casad o Macho, Izan García Caballero,
Íker Ojeda Dos Santos, Nerea Fuent e Porras, Abigail.B<U:ri
us9
López. They were all born that day and now my name
is
togeth er with theirs. I was theref ore legally born that day
too.
Listed next to our names are the death s of the day. Dejunciones
:
ilumi nada Sanz Sanz, 87; Miguel Collado Serrano, 81; Tomá
s
Arija Prieto, 84. I could have also been listed amon g the dead
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since my original birth certifica te has been destroyed anda
new one has been issued on November 16, 2016, although the
judge has authorized for the date September 11, 1970, to be
overwritten on this document.They could have added Beatriz
Preciado Ruiz, 46. 'lhe system has legally killed me and delivered me again. My mother sees my name when reading the
newspaper and sends me a phone message: "What is this? Is
this you or am I going crazy?"
Before the law, my trans body does not and will
not exist. 'lhe destruction ofmy birth certifica te is the institutional act of erasing an existence that the politico-visual
framework of sexual difference cannot accept. ln an act of
politico-scientific idealism,judges and doctors deny the reality ofmy trans body so they can continue to affi.rm the truth of
the binary sex system. 'lhe judge accepts the destruction of
the birth certifica te of someone who is still alive and the making of a new "fake" one in order to preserve the regime of truth
of the gender-assignation procedures at birth. Thus does law
reveal its arbitrary and fictional nature.
To exist, the archive of power needs to destroy
the memories of politi cal and sexual minorities. As Derrida
pointed out, every archive contains the fire with which the
memory of the other is destroyed. Every archive is a necroarchive. An archive is a block:of compressed anger. It contains the other as corpse: it -veneratés it- as far as s/ he is
dead. I therefore do not need this new legal memory. I have
the right to my birth cer~~ate a~ monster. I have the right
to my monster life. I have the right to error. As monster, I
have the right.
My trans body doesn't exist. But the nation exists.
'lhe judiciary exists. 'lhe archive exists. 'lhe map exists. 'lhe
document exists. 'lhe museum exists. 'lhe family exists. 'lhe
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law exists. The book exists. The internment center exists. Psychiatry exists. The border exists. Science exists. Even God
exists. But my trans body does not.
My trans body doesn't exist in the administra tive
protocols that guarantee a bill of rights to citizens. It doesn't
exist as an expression of ejaculatory masculine supremacy
in pomographic representation s, oras a sales target for the
clothing industry's sales campaigns, or a a living agent for
architecturalla youts o r urban planning.
My trans body doesn't exist in anatomy books as
a potential, vital variant ofthe human being, orin school biology textbook depictions of a healthy reproductive apparatus.
Modes and discourses of representation only affirm the existence of my trans body as a specimen of the taxonomy of a
deviation that must be corrected. My body only exists in the
genealogy ofthe monster, one which includes Nadar's "hermaphrodite" photographs, descriptions ofthe "virile woman,"
of the "intersex" of John Money, and of the "transsexual
patient" of David Oliver Cauldwell, Milton Diamond, Harry
Benjamin, or Ray Blanchard.
Iam Nadar's monster, David Oliver Cauldwell's
mental patient, I'm John Money's deviant, Milton Diamond's
congenital morbid, I'm the "true transsexual" looking_ for
Harry Benjamin's "hormonal replacement therapy,'' I'm Ray
Blanchard's paraphiliac. And it's from this position ofbeihg a·
monster, a deviant, a sick patient, and a paraphiliac that· I
interpellate the knowledge regime that has invented me: What
are you going to do with me now? Were you expecting my
voice to be thi~ way? With that sarne voice, whose tone I myself
barely recognize cúter the testosterone, I speak to you,
reclaiming a place in which I am able to exist. With this new
voice I am learning to articulàte, that voice that was not but
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now is mine. I look at you ali straight on and say· What year
is it? What day is it? What time is it?
They affirm that my body exists only as the counterpart of an ethnography of perversion. Outside of the diagram ofthe pathology, there is no adequate representation of
my chest, or my skin, or my voice. My sexual organ is not a
macroclitoris or a micropenis. They say my sexual organs
only exista a deficit, oras supplement. They call my ephemeral sexual organs false paraphernalia. But if my sex doesn't
exist, are my organs still human? Am I still human? And if I
am neither human no r animal, what am I? What is the status
ofmy living but nonexistent body, what rights does it possess?
Perhaps this nonplace represents the possibility of a progression for everything living? Could this nonplace be a better
enclave for politi cal action than ali the abject forms of citizenship we are offered? Could this nonplace, this nonexisting
existence, be a better politicai enclave than being recognized
as the subject of a straight-colonial system that demands we
existas subalterns and reproduce politicai norms? Could this
nonplace be better than existing as a consumer of the disability industry?
On my body, my hair doesn't grow according
the constraints laid down by the reorientation of my subjectivity toward the· masculine: on my face the hair grows in
places that havé no a:pparent significance, or ceases to grow
where its presence·would indicate the "correct" shape of a
beard. The change rn" how body and muscle mass are distributed doesn't make me 'immediately more virile but simply
more trans, without that label finding an immediate translation into the vocabulary of the male/female binary. The temporality of my trans.body is the nonrepresented present: it's
not defined by what it was before, nor by what we assume it
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must become. 'lher e is no set of rules that responds to a before
o r an after. Transition is not a reforma tive project but a revolutionary one.
My trans body is an insurgent institution with no
constitution. An epistemological and administra tive paradox.
Future with no teleology or,points of reference, its nonexistent existence signifies the destitution both of sexual difference and of the homosexual/hetero sexual difference. My
trans body turns against the language ofthose who name it in
order to deny it. My trans body exists as a material reality, as a
maze of desires and activity, and its nonexistent existence
places every piece on the board in check: the nation, the judiciary, the archive, the map, the document, the family, the law,
the book, the internment camp, psychiatry, the border, science, God. My trans body exists.
Notes
Any editor of any art magazine or aca1
demic journal would advise tbat I insert here a
notesaying tbat "l," the autborof tbis te'xÇ~· no t
tbe subject to which tbis narra tive refers. l n fact, I
am not. lhe personal pronoun here doesn't refer
to my own hody o r my sexuality (which on one
hand, are not my property, and on the otber hand,
are nohody's business) butto your body and to
your sexuality, as far as ii isyuu who, reading tbis
text, beco me the subjectto whom I refer.
Here I should also point out, dear reader,
2
that altbough tbe word penis in this text refers to
a bodily organ, it doesn't mean that tbis organ
is either natural or masculine. lhe intention of
tbis text is to extend the meaning of tbis word
(to denaturalize it) to embrace other forms of
sexo-politicai and somatic experience that bypass bio-male embodiment. lhe point here is
to disjoint bio-penis and masculinity (or biovagina and femininity) to allow for new forms of
sexo-politicai subjectivity to exist.
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